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¡Bienvenidos! Welcome to our NAHN familia! Since founded in 1975, NAHN has been devoted to promoting safe, quality, healthcare delivery to Hispanic communities while simultaneously recognizing and promoting excellence among Hispanic nurses. Giving breadth to our mission, NAHN is committed to advancing the health in Hispanic communities and to lead, promote and advocate the educational, professional and leadership opportunities for Hispanic nurses. Our goal is to create a cadre of highly-qualified Hispanic nurses by advancing educational, professional, and leadership opportunities for our members. We accomplish these goals through mentorship and leadership scholarly activities at both the local and national levels. More than ever, nurses have been identified as playing a pivotal role globally and more specifically in the U.S. healthcare system. NAHN nurses collectively work to amplify the voice of Hispanic communities that historically encounter inequities in health, social injustices, cultural and linguistic barriers.

We invite you to join NAHN! Be a part of the change that evokes a ripple effect in the communities we live, work and play in.

From clinical practice to nurse educator, and from novice nurse to the more seasoned nurse, NAHN will enhance your development throughout your professional trajectory. Learn more about how you can be a part of our NAHN familia by visiting www.NAHNnet.org.

Deseándole suerte en sus esfuerzos.
Abrazos!
Alana Cueto, MSN, RN, CNL

NAHN CELEBRATES THE CULTURE, CARING & SPIRIT OF HISPANIC NURSES WHO ARE THE LEADING VOICE OF HEALTH IN OUR COMMUNITIES

Visit www.NAHNnet.org to Join
NAHN’s Mission is to Provide our Members with…

Leadership Opportunities
As a NAHN Member, you will have opportunities to be a leader in your chapter, in national committees, and in the community through service projects at both the local and national levels. Contributions of our members and chapters are valued, recognized, nurtured and supported.

Professional Opportunities
As a NAHN Member, you will network with other Hispanic nurses at every level to become more effective in your practice. Mentorship opportunities can help you advance in your personal and professional trajectory. You will also be able to mentor others to give back to the profession.

We value, provide and promote culturally competent healthcare models for professional education and evidence-based research.

Educational Opportunities
We are committed to the recruitment and retention of Hispanics into the nursing profession. NAHN collaborates with different organizations and affiliates to forge pathways into the profession of nursing helping to create a more diverse workforce.

As a NAHN Member, you will be able to learn about the latest research and shared best practices within the profession of nursing by attending our Annual Conference and the Latino Leadership Institute (LLI). As a member benefit, members receive discounted tuition to selected colleges and universities. FREE webinars are available to enhance your knowledge and skills.

NAHN’s Mission is to Advance the Health of Hispanic Communities
Hispanics are currently 16% of the U.S. population and will grow to 23% by 2050.1 Latinos are disproportionately affected by a number of health conditions, such as COVID-19, 2 asthma, heart disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, COPD, HIV/AIDS, obesity, suicide and liver disease.3

NAHN is the voice for Hispanic nurses and disparate Hispanic health concerns in our community. We are committed to equity and social justice for all Hispanic nurses and the communities they serve.

Membership Benefits
When you join NAHN, you will receive National and Chapter benefits.

National Benefits

• Connect to a network of Hispanic healthcare professionals
• Early bird discount registration fees at the Annual Conference and Latino Leadership Institute (LLI)
• Professional Contact Hours offered at the Annual Conference, Latino Leadership Institute (LLI) and via FREE webinars
• Amplify your voice at NAHN’s Day on the Hill advocating for the profession and issues that impact Hispanic communities
• Scholarship opportunities for students
• Educational, leadership, community service awards
• Enhance your career ladder by serving in leadership positions on NAHN’s board and national committees
• Participate in community based projects
• Disseminate research findings and policy perspectives that impact allocation of resources locally and nationally
• Subscribe to NAHN’S quarterly peer-reviewed journal, Hispanic Health Care International (HHCI)
• Receive member news and editorials via weekly e-blast and NAHN’s quarterly newsletter, NAHN at a Glance

Chapter Benefits
While you don’t have to join a Chapter to be a NAHN member, Chapter membership provides you with a close-knit community of peers often referred to as our “NAHN Familia”. Benefits include:

• Opportunities to qualify for local awards and scholarships
• A forum to discuss local community issues at Chapter meetings
• A network to share information on local activities, grassroots events, and job opportunities
• Chapter events including local conferences, leadership training and networking receptions
• Student nurse mentorship programs

For a current list of NAHN Chapters, click on the “Chapters” link at www.NAHNnet.org

3 CDC Health Disparities and Inequalities Report- United States, 2011 and U.S. HHS Office of Minority Health, Hispanic/Latino Profile